The effects of age, thymectomy, and HIV Infection on alpha and beta TCR excision circles in naive T cells.
Due to homeostasis total naive T cell numbers remain fairly constant over life despite a gradual involution of the thymus. The contribution of the thymus to maintaining naive T cell pools is typically measured with TCR excision circles (TRECs) that are formed in thymocytes. The mechanisms underlying thymic involution are poorly understood. Some data suggest that thymocytes undergo fewer divisions in old (small) than young (large) thymi, and other data suggest that the number of TRECs per thymocyte is independent of age. If thymic involution were associated with a decreased number of divisions of the thymocytes, this would markedly complicate the interpretation of TREC data. To study this we develop a mathematical model in which the division rate of thymocytes decreases with increasing age. We describe the dilution of TRECs formed during the arrangement of both chains of the TCR by division of thymocytes, recent thymic emigrants, and mature naive T cells. The model behavior is complicated as TREC contents in naive T cells can increase with age due to decreased dilution in the thymus. Because our model is consistent with current data on the effects of age and thymectomy on TRECs in peripheral T cells, we conclude that aging may well affect thymocyte division, which markedly complicates the interpretation of TREC data. It is possible, but more difficult, to let the model be consistent with the rapid changes in alpha and beta TRECs observed shortly after HIV infection.